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The Great Discovery

One day Jerry was Verb down the streets of Dekalb when suddenly he came a across a giant hole in the

ground. "What could have created this Noun ; Jerry wonders aloud. Being the Adjective person

that he is, Jerry scurried into the crater where he Verb down the steep slop and fell onto a large metal

Noun . As he stood up to shake the dirt off he looked down and saw a door. He knocked and a few

moments later the door opened up to reveal a Adjective human like creature. "Greetings Earthling, I am in

trouble,"; the Adjective Adjective man said, "My ship has crash landed in this place and needs

repairs, I am to Adjective to reach the switch board, would you please be as kind to help me out?"; Jerry

nodded enthusiastically and they Past tense verb into the ship. As he walked in Jerry realized that the ship

didn't just contain his little friend and a switch board, there was a whole other world living on the ship, there was

what looked like a small Noun on the edge of thick alien Noun . "This way! Hurry!!"; the little

creature Present tense verb . They reach the center of the Noun where a small crowd had gathered,

all trying to see if they could Verb the switch board. They let Jerry through immediately, Jerry opened

the box and flipped the switch to on. The ship roared to life, shaking all of Northern Illinois University. Jerry

looked out a window to see Dekalb quickly vanishing from beneath him. "But I Verb here!!"; He

exclaimed. And then the small aliens Past tense verb Jerry and Past tense verb him. Moral of the story,

don't ever Verb a little Adjective Noun .
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